Icy Carb 2006
Whitecaps on the pond.

MEETING NOTICE!!!
The next scheduled general meeting will take place on
February 25th, 2006 at the Golden Crown Restaurant.
This will be the OMAS Annual Banquet..
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Always fly with a buddy, and please observe all AMA and OMAS
rules while flying at the field.

Absolutely no flying before 9:00 A.M.
Stay clear of the houses!
And remember, if you are the last one to
leave the field, PLEASE LOCK UP!
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President’s Hangar
By Fred Hostetler
Wow, 2006, six years after “Y2K”. Do you remember the
anticipated chaos that preceded the change from the 20th to
21st century? Do any of you remember the changes that
OMAS has gone through the last several years? As the
president of OMAS, I have tried to figure out why the
membership has not been as active as in previous years.
Although I have not been able to put a specific finger on
why participation has dropped off, I do feel we can’t give
up and it is the Board’s job to make changes and try and
bring ‘fun’ back to OMAS!
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No host cocktails will be served at 6:00 PM and dinner
served at 7:00 PM. We have a special guest speaker to
share his historical knowledge of OMAS. How did we end
up at the Lewis farm? Who was responsible for the asphalt
runway? How did things get organized to create one of the
best flying parks in the Northwest? Along with this
speaker, I have invited each of the three local hobby shops.
The club has offered two tickets to each shop in the hopes
they will attend and be recognized for the great job they do
in meeting the needs of our hobby. There will also be special awards in recognition of members contributions toward the overall improvement of OMAS this past year.
On a personal note, for those who may not know, I was
diagnosed with a small cancerous tumor mid November.
This tumor was located at the base of the bile duct which
extends from the liver to inside the duodenum. The tumor,
although only the size of a nickel had blocked this duct and
caused a jaundice condition. The good news is this gave an
early warning and I went in for surgery on December 13,
2005 at OSHU. I am still on the mend, but expect to be up
and about within the next month or so. In the next few
weeks I will begin chemo and radiation treatments. But my
plan for 2006 is still to continue to compete in IMAC
(International Miniature Aerobatic Club). I have found this
involvement has helped improve my flying skills tremendously. I also have plans to bring out a couple new planes –
one a float plane.

Though it was a dismal turn out for the annual Fun Fly, we
succeeded in following it up with a club sponsored fly-in.
We had as many as 4 times the number of pilots then
turned out for the Fun Fly. Why – because Mike Rostal and
John DeCamp injected some FUN into the activity. The
events planned gave everyone a chance for friendly competition as noted by the number of members flying each
event. A record turn out for our November club meeting at
the Road House Pub showed what a “free meal” can do for
attendance. Recently the Icy Carb day January 1st brought
out about twenty hardy souls who wanted to be with fellow
flyers even though the weather didn’t cooperate. Do I sense
changes in the wind? Yes, but the Board has more to do to
bring members out on good flying weekends. If each of us
makes an effort to come out to the field once or twice a
Here’s hoping you have the best New Year ever and that
month (weather permitting) we will all have helped to
we all contribute to pumping some fun and good times into
eliminate the common complaint, “I would have gone to
the Oregon Miniature Aircraft Squadron.
the field, but I figured no one else would be there.”
Here are a few of the other positive actions that we have
Happy Landings,
taken:
• We have made contact with the Sky Knights to bring
back the Rubber Ducky and other events to the field during
2006.
• We will continue to try and bring the members of other
local clubs over for fun and flying.
• The initiation fee and club dues have been restructured
to help improve the membership. The current initiation fee
is a flat $100.00, $50.00 of which is the first year dues.
Any new member joining after June will only pay ½ yearly
dues ($25.00) plus the $50.00 initiation fee or $75.00. Juniors will only pay $25.00 in yearly dues (full year) plus
initiation fee. After June new junior members will pay
$62.50.

Fred Hostetler

Our 25th annual banquet is coming up on February 25,
2006 at the Golden Crown Chinese restaurant in Beaverton.
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Icy Carb 2006
By Cliff Pemberton
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Tony’s little .25 powered Shrike delta did a credible job,
and despite Tony’s unsuccessful attempt to put it in the
lake, it flew pretty well. Into the wind it wasn’t too fast,
but with the wind, the speed tripled.

It was a dark and dreary day……. Oh yes it was, January
1, 2006 was windy….. 20 MPH plus with gusts to 30.
Wet…. rain coming down from a drizzle to a down pour…
The lake looked like Tillamook Bay complete with white
caps. Nobody in their right (or left) mind would attempt to
fly today.

Well…. Five people tried and succeeded, to an extent.
Dick Teufel was the first flight of the year with a HELICOPTER, followed by Joe Salus and his Twist ( and it
did), then Cliff Pemberton with a Twist, Paul Susbauer
with a hand launched Fling glider and later in the morning
Tony Beauleu and his .25 powered Shrike. All made successful flights, except that Paul tried to make that “one too
many” and damaged his glider on his last flight, giving him
the “First Crash” honors. Paul, who now resides in the
Spokane area was down for the Holidays, did great with
the little, lite Fling, making a couple of hand catches on
flight termination ( I like that phrase). Dick Teufel, with
his expertise, made the helio flight look easy, Joe and Cliff
had a real hand full just trying to get their planes under
some kind of
control. The
wind itself
wasn’t that
much of a
problem ( uh
huh) but the
heavy unexpected gusts
were. Landing
(?) was a real
challenge.

17 people, including a guest, Sherrie from Tammies,
showed up to make this one of the biggest Icy Carb turnouts in recent years. Plenty of Chili, three LARGE pots,
ummmm, spicy or mild, furnished by Dick Linn and Rick
Alexander, along with
chopped onions, grated
cheese, and French bread
made a hearty repast.
Snug in the club house,
the majority caught up on
the past year and discussed what was in store
for ’06. Bob Flansburg
(Treasurer) and Fred
Hostetler (Pres.) were
looking for hand outs, claiming it was once again dues
time, and actually had a few people come across with their
’06 dues…..HAPPY NEW YEAR
-CP
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New Stuff
By Rick Alexander
Over the holidays I’ve run across several new items in the
RC world that I thought I’d make a few comments on for
those that may be interested.
Although synthesized frequency modules have been available for some time Futaba has finally released one for the
7C/9C series of transmitters. Along with it is a synthesized
9 channel PCM receiver as well. The transmitter module
simply replaces the std frequency module on the rear of the
transmitter and the channel is selected by adjusting the 2
small potentieters under a sliding cover. Although I haven’t flown with them yet I have ground tested them and they
seem to work flawlessly with no reduction in range at all.
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For those electric guys out there or if you just are trying to
save a bit of weight there are a couple of options in the receiver arena as well. Hitec has come out with the Micro
05S—a 5 ch single conversion receiver with auto shift so
you now don’t have to be concerned with which type of
transmitter you have. The whole unit with crystal and the
stock antenna comes in at a massive 9 grams. I have flown
this one and had no problems concerning range or interferance

Hitec Micro 05S receiver

Futabea7C/9C transmitter modules
Std-left Synthesized-right

Futaba 9 Ch PCM Synthesized Receiver

If the 05S is just too heavy for your application at 9 grams
then there is another option for you that is a bit difficult to
come by until the manufacturer is able to meet the demand
and that is the Berg Microstamp 4L. This little puppy
comes in at 5 grams with the crystal and antenna. It is 4
channel and has Transmitter Signal Recognition—the same
thing as Hitec’s autoshift—and additionally has a programmable fail safe mode. I have not flown this one but the lage
demand for it may speak for it’s popularity.

Castle Creation’s Berg Microstamp 4L Receiver
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Support your local Hobby Shops

Specializing in Radio Control Supplies and equipment for
all of your R/C modeling needs!

Specials this Month

Come in and check out our
clearance table
Stock up on fuel!!
Prices are going up!!
Call Pat or Dick Cox
R/C Modeler NW
(503) 649-0633

R/C Modeler N.W. Hobbies
17140 S.W. Shaw St.
Beaverton, OR 97007
S. Side of T.V. Hwy @ 170th

R/C Events
Date

Event

Location
OMAS Club Officers

Feb. 25th

OMAS Annual Banquet

Golden Crown
Beaverton

President

Fred Hostetler

503-648-8337

Vice-President

David Bueffel

503-681-2059

Secretary

David Bueffel

503-681-2059

Treasurer

Bob Flansberg

503-648-3697

Safety Officer:

Dave Davis

503-359-4978

Field Marshal

Joe Salus

503-359-5021

P.R. Director

Open

Flight Instructor Info
The following members are official OMAS Flight
Instructors.
Please direct any prospective new members to one of the
below listed instructors to arrange flight training.

Dick Teufel and his heli at the Icy Carb

Joe Slivinski

503-647-2687

Dave Davis

503-359-4978

Peter Halay

503-515-8611

Mode 2

Meeting Notice

OMAS Field Location Map

Next Regular Meeting
The next Club board meeting will be on the
third Tuesday of the month at 7:00 pm at
the OMAS field in Banks, OR.
Come early, rifle through the video tape
library.
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